New Titles
Faces & Voices
Tales
by Larry Smith

A Life in Poems
by
William C. Wright
“Simple passion, remarkable
clarity, precise insights mark
this record of picket lines, devoted love, tough choices,
steadfast activism, deep pleasures and powerful truths. This
is a record to be wholly admired: one decade after another of reliable observation and intensely felt
emotion. Wright has always woven experience
into wisdom.” —David Shevin
978-1933964-15-7 152 pgs. $10.00
Another Life:
Collected Poems
By Allen Frost
“I wish you could have seen
me reading these poems of
Another Life for the first time .
. . A slight smile I didn’t even
know was there surprised me.
Ridiculously, I began making
check marks in the margins of individual pages,
as if I might never see them again. Now it’s difficult to find a single page I did not leave my mark
on, and the other way around.” —Tom Kryss
978-1-933964-10-2 176 pgs. $14.00
Depression Days on an
Appalachian Farm: Poems
by Robert L. Tener
“Robert Tener’s early years on a
farm in southern Ohio and his later
years of teaching, travel, and deep
-hearted living turned him into a
poet whose best work is muscular
and tender and bursting with life.”
80 pgs. $14.00 - Steven DaGama

“What these monologues, letters
and phone calls share is an urgency; with only the bare truth
to guide them, Smith’s characters struggle to make some
sense in the world, through telling their stories, they succeed.”
—Bonnie Jo Campbell
978-1-933964-04-1 136 pgs. $14.00

The Mermaid
Translations
By Allen Frost
Allen Frost's latest book, a
fantasy novel of our times.
One of those wonder books of old
like William Blake
and Kenneth Patchen wrote--a
magic fable, a novel in poetry.
978-1-933964-40-9 140 pgs. $16

Heart Murmurs: Poems
By John Vanek
“With humor, sympathy, and
an eye for what makes us
most human, John Vanek
offers us a far-ranging view
of life that feels hard-earned
and complete.”
—Elton Glaser
978-1933964-27-0 124 pgs. $15.00
Home Recordings
Tales & Poems
By Allen Frost
These tales and poems of
wonder by Allen Frost
connect us with the world and
ourselves
This is his fourth book with
Bottom Dog Press
978-1933964-27-0 124 pgs. $15.00

Check our HomePage for our list of books
http://smithdocs.net/bird_dog_publishing
You can order online through PayPal.
Many more titles on-line

Church of the Backyard Fire
Poems
by Vladimir Swirynsky
“Vladimir Swirynsky skillfully captures in 104 pages the sprit of
what Ferlinghetti called the moment when the people of the
world “attained the title of suffering humanity.”
Church of the Backyard Fire is a book of modern
day wisdom, a compendium of psalms for a secular
world sorely in need of the sacred.”
-Frank Varela
978-1933964-37-9 104 pgs. $15

Bottom Dog Press/ Bird Dog Publishing
PO Box 425 Huron, Ohio 44839

Also Now in Bellingham, Washington
Editors: Allen Frost & Laura Smith
Larry Smith
LSmithdog@smithdocs.net
http://smithdocs.net

Include $2 shipping with orders
Also from Small Press Distribution, Berkeley,CA
& Baker & Taylor Books

Bird Dog Publishing
Winter Apples
Poems
By Paul S. Piper
“So this is what Paul Piper has
been up to, walking the dog, spying from trees, meeting mountains, testing the water, writing it
down for us to see. Now you can
know. You've picked up a book like a stone from a
river. You're lucky you found this beauty, turn it
round, open the seams and read." —Allen Frost
978-1933964-08-9 88 pgs. $14.00

256 Zones of Gray
Poems
By Rob Smith

“Inspired by nature in his
thoughtful and plain-spoken
poems, Rob Smith reminisces
and reflects on life, death, and the passage of
time in 256 Zones of Gray. He takes us ‘Along the
Shore,’ and we see barren trees through his eyes
when the sky threaded/a blue ribbon between
the trunks and a postcard moment in "Pittsburgh"
when colors sliding back into the rivers/define
the Point. Smith’s words often give us hope, a
lighted window on the edge of color.” —Laura
Bentley
9781-933965-16-4 100 pgs. $14.00

Keeping the Art of Writing Alive
in the Midwest

120 Charles Street:
The Village
Journals & Writings
By Holly Beye
“Because this is a journal, written
day-by-day, it has an immediacy,
a sense of being there, of sharing
in the daily struggle to make
ends meet while being part of the
flow of kindness, fun, courage,
rebellion and intense creativity that marked that
time and place....We are fortunate these lively, perceptive journals survived, along with their writer.”
—Betty Ballantine
0-933087-99-3 240 pgs. $15.00

Lake Effect: Poems

By Laura Treacy Bentley
“Everywhere I look these days no
poetry is being written…nothing
really this fine. With this book it
makes it very easy for me to say:
Laura Bentley, I dub thee poet supreme.”
— Ray Bradbury

An Imprint of
Bottom Dog Press

Dogs and Other Poems
By Paul S. Piper
"In Paul Piper’s newest collection of poems, Dog, like
a bodhisattva, leads the
narrator and reader to a
place that glistens with
wonder and humor.”
-Charles Luck"Powerful poetry here by Paul Piper, mystical and
whimsical. These dog poems are fun yet meaty,
definitely intellectual bones to gnaw on."
-Tim Pilgrim
978-1933964-45-4 80 pgs. $15.00

978-1-933964-05-9 108 pgs. $14.00

Second Story Woman
A Memoir of
Second Chances
By Carole Calladine
“Carole Calladine is a quintessential storyteller whose
writing is entertaining, informative, and inspiring. Second
Story Woman is a feast for the
soul, a guide to mindfulness,
and a tale of tender triumph
over a huge life challenge.”
– Jan Phillips
978-1-933964-12-6 232 pages $15.00

A Poetic Journey:
Poems
By Robert A. Reynolds
“With an artist’s eye and a
poet’s ear, Robert Reynolds
invites the reader into a
world of loving and living.
His verse harkens to a time
when form embraced the
images and reflections of the mind. His illustrations provide both sight and insight. Together,
they strike a sure path toward wisdom.” Robert Smith, author of McGowan’s Return
978-1933964-17-8 86 pgs. $16.00

